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Listen: ESD Protection is About Circuit Design

On-chip ESD protection design is one of the most challenging IC reliability problems, still full of black magics. A common misconception has been that ESD protection design is about device design, which largely contributed to ESD design failures in IC design practices. It is time to reconsider on-chip ESD protection – it is a circuit design task within IC designs. A correct design mindset, along with comprehensive understanding of ESD protection details, becomes essential to successful on-chip ESD protection design for ICs, particularly for large, complex, high-performance ICs at advanced technology nodes and in emerging technologies. This talk reviews the evolution of and every detail of on-chip ESD protection circuit designs, from an IC design perspective. The discussion will cover ESD fundamentals, ESD Design Overhead Effect, ESD Design Window, ESD design prediction, low-parasitic ESD protection designs, holistic ESD-IC co-design methodologies, various CAD-based ESD protection design techniques, challenges of ESD protection design for RF ICs up to millimeter wave frequency and high-throughput IC beyond 10Gbps, full-chip ESD protection circuit physical design verification CAD algorithms and methods, ESD protection design for 3D chiplet-based chips using heterogeneous integration technologies, emerging CDM ESD protection design challenges, and non-traditional above-IC ESD protection concepts. Perspectives for future ESD protection designs will be outlined. The discussion will be supported by numerous practical ESD protection design examples. The takeaway: an IC designer should know about and can do good ESD protection designs.